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omi’s eyebrows furrowed, joining the family, how was this possible, but there was nothing impossible
when you thought about it, anyway, when it was powerful later, who was in charge might not be.

Elder Star Shine snorted, “Don’t even think about it.”

“Why?”Star Luo looked at Elder Starlight in puzzlement.

“In short, it’s just not possible.”

“I’m not convinced, do, do you have to let me find someone from a second class overlord, or even a
first class overlord family?You’ve just seen that omi has dressed up the second class overlord family
Zhuge Sun with ease, and anyone in their right mind can guess omi’s future, can a so-called family be
compared to an absolute genius?”

Star Yao had a difficult look on his face, in fact, he did like omi quite a bit, he would definitely earn it if
he joined the Star Clan, and his master was the Green King.

However, it was not up to them to make decisions about Star Luo’s marriage, their family’s Upper
Immortal Ancestor had already commanded that no one could marry Star Luo, and had promised to
betroth Yan Qinggang.

“Elder, I beg you.”Star Luo knelt down and said.

omi did not expect Star Luo to kneel down and beg.

omi said, “Elder, I’m willing to join the Star Clan, just promise Star Luo to me, and my master, Green
King, is a fourth-grade Immortal Pill Master, I don’t believe that I’m worthy of it.I’m also not afraid to
tell you, if you miss this village, you won’t have this shop, with my current status as Green King’s
apprentice, all I have to do is go out and shout, and I’m guaranteed that there are other third class
overlord level families who want me to join their families and give me the most beautiful promise of
their families.”

“You.”Xingyao saw that omi was threatening him and was very upset. One second to remember to read
the book

“Is that a begging tone you’re taking?”

“I’m sorry, but my heart is sincere.”

Star Luo also said, “Yes, I beg Elder Star Shine to fulfill my wish.”

Star Yao snorted, “You guys get up first.Wait until I’ve discussed with the other elders, don’t worry,
Zhou Mi is indeed a talent, we will seriously consider keeping him.”

“Oh.”



“Then we’ll leave first.”

omi and Star Luo left.

Elder Star Shine, immediately ordered his subordinates to invite the other elders for a meeting.

The reason for this grand treatment was not because of omi’s sincerity, but because omi’s value was
truly great.

“Gentlemen, this is how the situation is, what do you think?”After Elder Star Shine finished speaking
about this matter, he asked the crowd.

The elders all locked their eyebrows.

“Zhou Mi is indeed not bad, we were like recruiting before, when we could recruit before, he was just a
human immortal, but now, he is already a mortal immortal, moreover, he is still a disciple of the Green
King, and he even got married to Tian Xiang, which means that Zhou Mi and the Green King’s
relationship is very stable.Not to mention us, even our ancestor would probably be up to recruiting in
order to get closer to the Green King.”

“However, the woman Zhou Mi has his eye on is Star Luo, any other woman can do it, only Star Luo
can’t move.”

“Before Old Ancestor went out to close the door, but he specifically explained that he would protect
Star Luo and not allow her to go out and mess around, let alone betroth her to anyone.”

“Yes, Old Ancestor has already betrothed Star Luo to Senior Yan Qinggang, Yan Qinggang is a stronger
Upper Immortal than our ancestor, all of them, if Yan Qinggang wanted to, he would be qualified to
establish a second class overlord family.”

“Let’s think about it, what will it take to keep Zhou Mi.”

“They’re in love, and they’re alone, I’m afraid.”An elder said.

Elder Star Shine smiled, “There’s no need to worry about them stealing the forbidden fruit.”

&nbs.

p; “Why?I don’t believe that they are in love and can still not do something out of character.”

“Hahaha, you all don’t know, since the old ancestor said that Star Luo was promised to Yan Qinggang,
naturally, it’s not just words, the old ancestor has already put a ban on Star Luo, no one can do
anything with Star Luo, unless the strength is stronger than the old ancestor.”

“So that’s it, then there’s nothing to worry about.”

“Why don’t we find someone to tell Zhou Mi that the Star Clan, other than Star Luo, any other woman,
is to be chosen by her, and that there is no limit to the number, even if she wants ten.”

“Looks like that’s the only way.”

At this moment, omi and Star Luo returned to Star Luo’s residence.



Now, both of them had stated their feelings, so Star Luo was generous with her feelings and allowed
omi to hold her.

In Star Luo’s room, omi hugged Star Luo, and at first, he was regular, but the more he hugged her, his
hands and feet became more and more unruly, touching everywhere.

“What are you doing.”Star Luo said with a blush.

“Star Luo, simply do one thing or the other and cook the raw rice.”

“What do you mean?”

“It’s just that, even though we didn’t get married, we caved first, so maybe, your family thought, it’s all
caved in, so let’s just get married.”

“You, you’re thinking beautiful.”In Star Luo’s heart, the deer was beating fast.

“OK, anyway, you and I have made our intentions clear, unless you still think in your heart, to marry
better later.”

“Nonsense, you’re the one thinking that.”

“Then stop nagging, come on.”omi stopped Star Luo at the waist, Star Luo struggled for a while, and
finally softened and let omi do what he wanted.

However, just as omi was about to take off Star Luo’s clothes, suddenly, a power came from Star Luo.

“Boom.”

This power was too strong for omi to withstand, and omi flew hundreds of meters away in no time.

“Ah.”Star Luo was shocked.

At that moment, the voice of the Devil King sounded in Star Luo’s mind, “Star Luo, don’t be nervous,
he’s fine, it’s fortunate that I helped him offset some of the power just now, otherwise, he might not
exist.”

“What do you mean, why is that.”

“You are under a ban by a strong Upper Immortal, anyone under the Upper Immortal will be killed by
the ban if they try to take off your clothes, just now omi tried to take off your clothes, fortunately I
found it in time and helped him offset most of the power of the ban, otherwise he would have been
shredded into a million pieces.”

“Ah, a ban, who would put a ban on me.”Star Luo was stupid.

“I don’t know about that.”

“Senior Demon King, do you have a way to help me remove it?”

“I’m sorry, but if I could have helped you disarm, Don just took off your clothes without a problem.”

“Ew.”Xing Luo blushed.



“Don’t get me wrong, if you were really working with Donomi, I would never have peeked.”

“Oh.”

At this moment, omi felt the sky spinning.

omi was completely blinded and didn’t know what was happening, he was about to pull off Star Luo’s
clothes when suddenly he flew away.

omi’s whole body ached as he climbed up and flew back to Star Luo’s room.

“Star Luo, are you alright, what just happened?”omi asked with concern.

Star Luo was touched to see that omi cared about her first.
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